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He says.

Sfwfiears, "\ want to marry you.

He means, "I like you for now."

i]

Watching my single

mother rushing into

relationships blindly, giving her body

and losing pieces of her heart, I was

always pretty sure I wanted to wait until

£ marriage to have sex. But after hearing

K a camp counselor share how wonderful

t^ it was to give herself as a wedding gift to

2 her husband, I was positive I wanted my

Q wedding night to be as amazing as hers.

@ As I got older, my reasons for commit-

ment became deeper than just wanting

a fairytale ending. I started to realize the

physical, emotional, and relational risks

involved in sex outside of marriage.

I was relieved not to have to worry

about having an STD. I witnessed the

self-esteem of my girlfriends and mom
plummet as guys slept with them and

then moved on to the next relationship

unfazed. I was grateful for the confidence

I had that guys I dated were interested

in me because of who I was and not

what I had to offer physically.

I love knowing that someday when

I marry, I will be able to reach a level of

intimacy with my husband that I have

never had with anyone else. This intimacy

will bond us together for life. I am

committed to saving myself as a gift for

him alone. If you've already shared your

gift and had your heart broken, you can

still reap the benefits of second virginity.

Wrap your gift back up with a tag that

says "Reserved for Someone Special"

and vow to save it for your wedding night!

Jaime Rau is the founder of Purely Committed,

Int. (est. 2001), an organization dedicated to

encouraging peers to save sex for marriage.

Visit www.purelycommitted.org.



What REAL GUYS wa^t,,
"1 want a girl who is smart,

funny, pretty, and respects me

enough to help me wait for

^^''•''^ge.'Vos/]

don't see a wedding

;ing on my finger!

rm waiting for marriage'

If you really loved

me you wouldn't

pressure me. i

vmg that for my
^husband.

Wrong questio

It's over!

We've talked aB.

this before; the

answer is still NO!

You'll have to ask

on guys
iris, next time you do your

final mirror check in the

morning—check this out! Dressing

modestly is a crucial element in

staying abstinent until marriage.

Dressing modestly is important if

I

you desire to protect and assist the-

guys in your life who wish to

remain abstinent as well. You might

think it's an overstatement to say

it's "crucial" to staying abstinent,

but it's true! You might also think

liiat it's "their problem," but guys

are wired differently from girls in

what turns them on. Guys are visual,

so when a girl is dressing to show

off (wearing tight pants, low cut

shirts, etc..) it is hard for guys

because they are stimulated by

what they see. Overall, modesty

helps girls to have positive self-

esteem and self-respect. Wouldn't you

want to know that your husband fell

in love with you for your personality

and not just your body? You

deserve more dignity and respect

than just having guys chase after

you because they're lusting after

your body. Start respecting yourself

and your guy friends by dressing

modestly!'®



Q&A The doctor is in,

VIng sex will

bn't want to g

pregnant. Which birth control will kee-

me from getting pregnant?

I have delivered babies for girls who were

using every type of birth control. The bottom

line is-there is no way to perfectly avoid

pregnancy other than abstinence. Hormonal

contraceptives (such as the pill, the shot, the

patch, and the mini-pill) have side effects

that cause many girls to quit using them.

These include: weight gain, depression,

acne, and irregular bleeding. In addition, the

pill doesn't always work by just avoiding

pregnancy. About 4-11% of the time it

interferes with implantation. Implantation

happens 5-9 days after fertilization when the

baby tries to implant in the uterus. The pill

blocks implantation by thinning the

,^^^^^ lining of the uterus, and the

^^^^^^^ baby is aborted. If you do

^^^ get married, consider nat-

W ural family planning.

^ f'-^J^ method helps you

jvoid or achieve

pregnancy

by observing changes in your cycle. It works

with the same effectiveness as the pill without

the side effects.

eard about thfs Plan B pill fnM y1bu

ike if you forget to use birth control,

afe? What does it do? It sounds like

Biple and easy.

Plan B is also called emergency contraception.

It works by giving you a large dose of birth

control hormones that try to prevent

pregnancy. It only prevents pregnancy if you

haven't ovulated yet. However, if you are

just about to ovulate or already have,

it blocks the conceived embryo from

implanting. The baby is then aborted. Side

effects include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,

and heavy bleeding.

16 and I just found out that I'm

lant. My boyfriend and I have on

_„ sex once! I haven't told my boyfrien

et, and I most definitely don't want to te

y parents. I love my boyfriend and I don

to lose him! I don't want to t

I know you want to believe there is an easy

way out of your situation. There isn't.

First of all you don't need to make

a sudden decision. Talk to your ^
boyfriend; he has a right to '^

know he is a father. Also, talk

to your parents. Most teens

say, "But they'll kill me if they

*^find out!" I say bring your

parents to meet with you and a

^trusted adult like your doctor, teacher,

1 or youth group leader. I've never had a

parent even get angered by this approach.

They love you and want to help you.

Many teens decide to parent their

child. This requires a lot of thought about

what it means to forever be responsible for

another person. Some teens opt for adop-

tion. This is an incredibly selfless choice for

the teen that doesn't feel ready to be a

'Many people didn't understand how
I could think about giving up my
child. But beyond my wants, I knew
that my child deserved a stable lov-

ing mother and father. My family

and friends came to congratulate

my decision because they realized it

was out of pure love.

I thank God each day that I don't

have to visit the memory of an
aborted baby, the grave of an inno-

cent life. Yes, I grieve the loss of my
child and it's hard, but the joy far

exceeds the sorrow I rejoice in all he

has gained!

I can live with my decision. . .and

so can my son. I have no regrets!"

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

GALL THIS NUMBER

I-8DD-848-5G83
24/7

parent. It requires being ready to cope with

the loss of that child, but it carries the

comfort of knowing you have given that

child and the adoptive family an incredible

gift. Abortion is often thought of as a quick

fix. No one will have to know, and you can

go on with your life as if nothing ever

happened. If this sounds too good to be

true-it is. Abortion is a painful

option. Women have described

it to me as the most awful thing

they have ever been through.

Women often block out the

memory of it, and 80% regret

having aborted their baby. Not

only do these women have lives haunt-

ed by their abortion, but they also have an

increased risk of infertility, miscarriage, and

premature babies. There is also an increased

risk of breast cancer in women who have an

abortion. Trying to hide your pregnancy with

abortion only leaves you alone to cope with

all the depression, pain, and regret that fol-

lows. If you have had an abortion, there is

hope and help. Contact Rachel's Vineyard at

www.rachelsvineyard.org.



MARY PAQUETTE, MD

I just went to the doctor with my mom
and found out that I have herpes. I'm so

scared. Will I ever be able to get married?

What are the side effects of this disease?

You are not alone in getting herpes. Sexually

Transmitted Diseases (STDs) have reached

epidemic proportions. From 2-4 million

teens are diagnosed with a new STD every

year. Most teens think it's safe to have sex

with a limited number of people. But 50% of

girls get an STD the very first time they have

sex. Herpes is a disease of recurrent painful

blisters that break out on your genitals

throughout your life. There are treat-

ments to help reduce the frequency

and severity of these blisters, but

there is no cure. Herpes is

STDs; Test Your Knowledge

1. At least 20 million people

nationwide are infected with

Human papillomavirus (HPV).'

A disturbing fact is that %
of cases of cervical cancer are

linked with the HPV virus.'

O A. 26%
O B. 95%
O C. 70%
O D. 55%

2. True or False: You cannot get an

STD the first time you have sex.'

O A. True

O B. False

3. Each year % of all new HIV

infections that occur are among
people under age 25.'

^ A. 15%
O B. 40%
O C. 25%
O D. 50%

4. True or False: You can get an STD

if you have oral sex.'

OA. True

B. False

5. The condom's failure rate at

preventing HIV transmission is

estimated at 13% but may be

as high as %.'

OA. 15%

OB. 40%
C. 25%
D. 37%

' Minnesota Department of Education. STI Resource

Guide February 2005. "Fact Sheet: Beyond HIV,

The 'Other' Viral STI's."

^ British United Provident Association Limited

http://hcd2.bupa.co.uk/fact_sheets/html/cervical_cancer.

html. Retrieved 09/19/05.

^ Minnesota Department of Education. STI Resource

Guide February 2005. "Fact Sheet: Condoms." pl4.

" Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation. "2003 National

Survey of Adolescents and Young Adults."p23.

^ Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation. "2003 National

Survey of Adolescents and Young Adults."p23.

^"The Effectiveness of Condoms in Reducing Heterosexual

Transmission of HIV." Family Planning Perspectives. 1999.

Vol. 51 No.6 P272-279.

present in 1/3

of teen girls. It is

most contagious

when you are just

about to break out

in the blisters, so

you may not know

it. This makes it hard

to stop it from being

spread. Condoms don't

prevent its transmission

because it can still spread

through skin-to-skin contact.

Oral sex can also lead to the

spread of this and other STDs

to the face, mouth, and throat.

I have dealt with many married

couples that have to cope with the

STDs that one of them acquired in

premarital sex. It is most devastating

when it affects their children through

birth or in utero infections. Be honest

with your future husband and you can

deal with this, but use this as an opportunity

to choose abstinence and avoid other life

threatening and life changing consequences

of sex outside of marriage.

1
>
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humanllfdalliance
Human Life Alliance

3570 Lexington Avenue North

Suite 205

Saint Paul, Minnesota 55126
651-484-1040

www.humanllfe.org



I
One in six women liave experienced an

attempted or compieted rape,' and

among femaie rape victims 6i°/oare

onderapeeigtiteen.^ Here are some

tiostoneionrotectuourseir.loorseif.

DO keep a cell phone and contact

information with you at all times.

DO keep an emergency stash of

money for a taxi with you in case

your date goes sour.

DO make sure someone knows where

you are at all times.

DO learn some self-defense moves.

DON'T go out with a guy if you don't

know him very well. ^m

DO get to know him in group settings.

DON'T go on a blind date alone.

Insist on double dating with a

couple you know.

DON'T go to quiet or secluded spots

with your date.

DO suggest going somewhere public if

he really wants to get to know you.

DON'T leave your drink unattended at

a party or eat anything questionable.

Guys can slip drugs in your drink.

DON'T go to a guy's place alone

with him.

DO develop high standards and set

boundaries of personal space.

DO let your date know where your

boundaries are.

"DON'T let him violate any portion of

your boundaries-if he does, tell him

to stop. If he doesn't stop-LEAVE!

DON'T try and explain things to him,

just excuse yourself and call a friend

or a taxi.

'DO trust your instincts. If you sense

something isn't right-get out of

that situation.

DON'T think you owe him any physical

or sexual favors even if he helped you

or spent money on you.

DON'T give in to verbal manipulation.

It's a form of abuse and can be a red

flag that he wants to violate you.

DO report him to the police immediately

if he inappropriately touches you!

DO protect yourself if you are attacked

(go for the eyes, kick, bite). Make a lot

of noise; if you can-RUN AWAY!

DON'T blame yourself if you are

attacked. It is not always possible to

ward off an attack.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. "Sexual Violence

Prevention: Building Leadership and Commitment to

Underserved Communities." Originally aired April 3, 2003.

http://www.phppo.cdc.gov/PHTN/webcast/svprev/

sprev-scripthtm

UCSC Rape Prevention Education: Rape Statistics.

http://www2.ucsc.edu/rape-prevention/statistics.html.



IFYDUHAVE
BEEN RAPED...
OR HAVE PREGNANCY

RELATED ISSUES

GALL THIS NUMBER

l-BOD-550-4900

CHECK_OFF_L!SI

If yoiiA^e

been I'apecl..

O Don't blame yourself;

it's not your fault.

I

O Don't shower. It could wash

away important evidence.

O Go immediately to the hospital

and report the crime to the

authorities.

O You may be offered emergency

contraception. Be aware if

conception should occur,

emergency contraception

may cause an abortion.

O Get in touch with a support

group that specializes in
.^^^.^.^

helping rape victims.

Empower yourself by revealing your

attacker and going through the entire

legal process. It is so important that you

report the rape! It may be difficult, but if

not for yourself, at least do it so that no

one else has to experience the same

trauma you went through.

I

became pregnant at age 18 through healing process. My own painful experience is

acquaintance rape by a neighbor. I didn't a reminder of what can happen when

know that what he had done was boundaries are crossed and sex is used as

Ifj/ou fiM>e 6een

raped,please reaGze

tfie worst is over.

I want to encourage

considered criminal sexual

assault and was against the

law. I was so numb that I felt

like I was dead, so I told no

one about the rape. My moth-

er died when I was 12, and my you to reaek outfor

alcoholic father abused my six fielp to start tfie

younger siblings and me on a fiealimiprocess.

daily basis. Shortly after

I found out I was pregnant my father kicked

me out of the house for good. I was literally

homeless, jobless, motherless, penniless,

pregnant, and alone. Everyone was encour-

aging and pressuring me to get an abortion

saying things like, "You know what you have

to do." I was even offered money to "get rid

of it." I had no support and at times I felt like

I was drowning in darkness. Yet I had one

magnificent secret gift-the flourishing life of

my unborn baby. This life gave me a thread

of hope to begin to heal. After 29 hours of

prolonged labor, I gave birth to a precious

baby girl with blue eyes and dark hair, so

tiny and so vulnerable. I named her

Jennifer, and I knew she was a sacred

gift to be loved and cherished

My daughter is wonderful and she

has touched many lives including

my own. I am so thankful for

giving birth to her; I have

no regrets.

power and control. It is so

important to wait until

marriage! I daimed second

virginity until I married a

wonderful man who adopted

my daughter. If you have been

raped, please realize that

virginity is not something that

can be taken from you; it is a

gift that you choose to give. You may not

physically be a virgin, but you can decide in

your heart to choose second virginity and

save that gift for your husband on your

wedding night. You'll never regret choosing

to wait until marriage!

If you have been

raped, please realize

the \NQrst is over.

I want to encourage

you to reach

out for help

to start the

through junior

high and high

school, people would

often say to me, "I'm against

abortion except in the cases of

rape and incest." You can imagine

how I felt when they said that! They

thought abortion was a bad thing—except in

my case. That was pretty scary from my point of

view. When I would tell someone that I was

conceived during an acquaintance rape I would always

see a transformation in their face. I could tell that they were

realizing their double standard. They would finally recognize

that I (the bab\^ didn't deserve to die just because of my

father's crime. ^^ J^^ (Cim6/S dou^flter)
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'0 YOU MIGHT BE ASKING YouRSELF-now what? How Can I have a

healthy relationship? Besides the fact that you want to avoid premarital

regnancy and STDs, the idea of all that heartache from premarital sel

;n't very appealing either.

So how do you get the most enjoyment out of sex? Here's the secret:

rait until you are sharing it with your husband or wife for life. Avoid

remarital sex, and when you get o\6er-don't live together before

larriage (cohabitate). Studies show that those who cohabitate before

larriage have a 50 - 100 percent greater likelihood of divorce than thos

(ho don't cohabitate before marriage.^ You may think that those who te

ou to wait until marriage are just trying to steal your fun, but in realit

ley just want to protect you from all the pain and heartache that come

ith premarital sex.

In a healthy relationship, both people respect and love the other

erson above their own needs. If someone is pressuring you for sex, they

ren't worth your time. You deserve to have your boundaries respected

.nd supported by the person you are dating.

Wouldn't you appreciate it if those who dated your future spouse

L JT respected him or her by setting boundaries? That\^ way there wouldn't be extra baggage in your

^ relationship. Respect the person you are dating as

though they were someone else's future spouse-in

reality it's very likely they will be.

1
Remember, purity is more than just avoiding

' intercourse until marriage. It's a lifestyle choice to save

; mental, emotional, and physical intimacy until you say

. "I do" to that special someone. It's choosing to respect

yourself as well as your future mate-even before you

know their name. Now that's a healthy relationship!

'< William G. Axinn and Arland Thornton, "The Relationship Between

I
Cohabitation and Divorce: Selectivity or Causal Influence?"

^ ^ Demography 29 (1992): 357-374.

HWj

D Get good grades.

Go to college.

dition for American Idol.

Q Learn to ride

a unicycle.

Meet new people.

B See the world.

|T] Go skydiving.

^ Learn how to cook.

[9] Volunteer for a charity.

Fill your friend's hoodie with

peanut shells at the game.

L^ k^

IDS'
The condom pregnancy

,

failure rate for ^;

^ teenagers is 22.5%.' i

—

'Fu etal. "Contraceptive Failure Rates: New
Estimates From the 1995 National Survey of

Family Growth." Family Planning Perspectives.

Vol. 31. No. 2. March/April 1999.



O Double date.

O Have a bonfire with friends.

O Play board games.

O Go bowling.

\ O Attend a sports event.

O Go rollerblading.

i O Play Dance Dance Revolution.

a: ^ \

d Play paintball or laser tag.

O Serve dinner at a

homeless shelter.

O Go to an arcade.

:.- ^- --^M:

k
\

Ho
Trut

') you sit down to relax and watch

^another rerun of Friends. What's

_ythe first joke most likely to be

about? Sex. Hollywood is continually

sending messages to its audience that

everyone is having premarital sex and

that there must be something wrong

with you if you're still a virgin. Needless

to say, these are lies. Hollywood is not

honest with you when it shows you the

consequences of sex before marriage.

They don't show the people who are

infected with a viral STD and must deal

with the painful and annoying consequences

their entire lives. They don't show the

long-lasting emotional difficulties that

having multiple boyfriends, multiple

sexual encounters, and multiple break-

ups can have on someone's life. They

don't show the teenagers infected with

HIV. Why don't they? Because the painful

consequences of premarital sex will not

sell. What sells is sex for pleasure: sex

free from any emotional, physical, or

mental consequences. Have a one-night

stand and laugh it off the next day, right?

Wrong. Your favorite character on

Friends can have over ten partners in

one season with no emotional side

effects and no STDs. That's not how it

works in the real world. Eventually you

have to face reality. Sex outside of marriage

has real and lasting painful effects.

So what can you do? The dishonest

messages about sex are everywhere in

the media today. But what are they really

telling you? "Let yourself be used for

someone else's pleasure and then be

thrown away the next day." That message

is not treating you with the respect you

deserve. You are a human being who

deserves to be treated with dignity

and respect, not used and abused.

Submitting to the messages about sex

that our culture is propagating only

serves to degrade and devalue you as a

person. Don't let this happen to you; you

deserve better! Realize that you are of

great worth, and resolve to treat your

body with dignity and respect by saving

yourself for your future spouse.'#
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TH€ INSIDg SCOOP
ON GIRLS -

Have you ever said to yourself,

don't understand women! 1 never

know what they want, and sometimes

1 think they don't even know what

they want. One minute they're happy

and the next minute they're psycho!"
j

Well, before you go so far as to say all

girls are illogical, there is a logical

answer. Take a look at these two

hormone charts. A girl is dealing with

a lot of hormonal changes all the

time. A guy on the other hand is a

straight, flat line. This isn't an excuse

for girls to be mean, but it might help

you understand a little better why

your mother, sister, or girlfriend can

have twenty different moods in one

hour. So the next time you're ready to

tear your hair out trying to figure out

what she wants, remember she's not
j

on the same "wavelength" as you-

literally-so cut her some slack.

\'m waiting for Ms. Right

not Ms. Right Away.

\'n\ waiting for marriage.

No thanks.

Do you love me or

do you just wanna
use my body?

Tm not ready

to be a dad.

rd love to,

AFTER marriage.

Tm saving that for my
future wife.

liya! (Japanese for No)

^Nyet (Russian)

^llein (German)
Non (French) ^^

No (English)
'^— -

Shake head from side

to side (Universal).

oBpMiTom
Abstinence

Refraining from
sexual activity

(including oral sex).

am •^.4

Second Virginity

Choosing fronn this

nnonnent on to

rennain sexually pi^-"-

IIISIIItSltK

'•J_-SL ,**"*



THE DOCTOR IS IN... JTHEWPAQUETTE,

I WANT TO HAVE SEX WITH MY GIRLFRIEND, BUT I DON'T

WANT TO GET HER PREGNANT. WILL A CONDOM BE ENOUGH,

OR DOES SHE HAVE TO BE ON THE PILL TOO?

Babies come naturally from sex. INIo matter Tiow hard we
try with contraceptives, and even with sterilization,

there is still a "risk" that sex will result in one of its

natural outcomes-pregnancy. 1 even know doctors who
got pregnant while using two different contraceptives

at once. This makes sense because babies are meant to

come from sex. It's built into nature. We can try to fool

nature, but when we do we usually become fooled our-

selves. Abstinence, including no mutual genital contact,

is the only 100% guarantee of not getting pregnant.

I H^BlT HADI HA7ENT HAD SEX YET, BUT MY FRIEND SAID THAT THERE IS

SOME SORT OF PILL THAT A GIRL CAN TAKE TO STOP A PREG-

NANCY FROM HAPPENING. WHAT IS THAT ALL ABOUT?

You are referring to emergency contraception pills. They

all include high doses of female hormones. The side

effects of these are quite severe, which is one reason

why they are not more popular. So far, at least one

woman has died from taking emergency contraception.

Along with the side effects, they all can cause an abortion.

MY GIRLFRIEND JUST TOLD ME SHE'S PREGNANT, BUT I'M NOT

READY TO BE A DAD. I'M THINKING OF TELLING HER TO GET

AN ABORTION. I'LL EVEN PAY FOR HER TO HAVE ONE IF

WT'S THE BEST THING! I'M NOT READY TO BE A FATHER!

AT SHOULD I DO?

INIone of us should be having sex if we are not ready

to be a parent (because, again, kids come naturally

m sex). But if you do become a dad before yoi

....end to, the last thing you should do is kill your child

GIRLFRIEND

PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?

GALL THIS NUMBER:

I-8DD-848-5G83
24/7

Post-abortion syndrome (depression, anxiety, etc.)

affects men as well as women. After an abortion,

women are more likely to have breast cancer, infertility

and premature babies. Financially, the responsibility o.

parenting includes diapers, formula, and clothes, or if

you don't marry-child support. Parenting is tough at

any age, especially if you are a teen. 1 would encourage

adoption. There are thousands of couples eager to

adopt. IVIy biological mother was sixteen when she

placed me for adoption. It was a loving act for which

1 am still grateful.

I'M STILL A VIRGIN, BUT ALL THE GUYS KEEP TEASING ME LIKE

THERE'S SOMETHING WRONG WITH ME BECAUSE I HAVEN'T

DONE IT YET. AM I WEIRD?

You're not weird-you 're smart. And you are not alone.

Over 2 million teens in the US alone have taken a pledge

of abstinence until marriage. You will save yourself fi'om

numerous STDs, unwanted pregnancy, and a lot of

heartache. When you do find the right woman and

marry her, both of you will be much happier because

you saved yourself for her. ' -

STD: Sexually

Transmitted Disease

|: Sexually Transmittec

'Ction-a mo -^'"^

':curate te

"

:nough it is not easy to place your child for adoption, my biological

parents loved me so much that they gave up their life with me so that 1 could

have a chance at a better life. Their sacrifice brought my parents' dream of

having a family to reality. 1 love my adoptive parents so much, and 1 thank

my biological parents for their sacrifice. ^ .

A



STDS:

rt,,,.^ TEST YOUR
yyil KNOWLEDGE

[ Latex condoms tear, brea

or slip off o/o of the time.

t A. 26.50/0

f B. 3.90/0

> C. 240/0

> D. 100/0

% of sexually active youn

people contract an STD.'

A. 250/0

B. 30/0

C. 120/0 I

D. 200/0 I

. True or False: You can still get aiP

STD such as herpes or warts even

if you use a condom.'
"

I A. True j
^ B. False

4. What is the only 100% effective

way of preventing STI's?'

• A. Condoms
• B. Abstinence

• C. The Pill

• D. The Shot

people are 1

with a viral (incurable) ST!.'

A. 25 million

B. 15 million

C. 70 million

D. 65 million

1 Friedman and Trivelli. "Condom Availability

for Youth: A High Risk Alternative." Pediatric.

2/97. p285. I

2 Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation. "2003

National Survey of Adolescents and Young
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( ANSWERS ON

A

SEGOHDCH V

T^H E T E M p T AT*b-^ Started gradually. The guys at work would tell dirty jokes,

I Tiinilin--- off the new porn site they found over the weekend. Eventually

1 was hooked on pornography. During that time, 1 was also involved with a girl.

Sex was the dominating force in our relationship. It wasn't communication or

love that held us together; it was sex. 1 know now that this is not how relationships

were designed to progress. The physical side of the relationship should be saved

for marriage. Eventually, my relationship with that girl dissolved.

After that, 1 went through a lot of growth in my life. 1 decided from that

moment on-no matter how many mistakes 1 had made-1 wanted to stay pure

physically, mentally, and emotionally for whatever my future would hold. Later

on, 1 met a beautiful woman named Beth who had similar struggles through-

out her life and had also chosen second virginity after her mistakes. Our

relationship is so much stronger because it was based on communication and

not on sex before we got married. WB
If you've messed up, STOP and make a commitment to follow higher standards.

An important part of staying pure is to find a morally wise, trusted friend who

will encourage you to make good decisions. Stay away from porn and instead

fill your mind with pure things so that you won't have the pain of those images

intruding into your future relarionships. Set standards before you start daring.

If you make a mistake, set boundaries to keep it from happening again.

If you want to experience great sex-save it for marriage. Learn from my
mistakes. You will never regret waiting unril marriage.



vsflash: It's not all about you-it's about a

'future us! If you eventually want a wife, build

jj:eputation as a real man, not a player.

fi't think, "1 can have my fun and get married

later." Your future success in marriage relies

partly on your present actions. I
Q Practice makes perfect. Practice commitment

to your future wife by committing to Ajt
for her now! ^
Become a well-balanced man by developing good

character traits such as self-control and self-

respect. A woman who wants to get married is

looking for a well-balanced, mature man who
respect her body as well as her mind.

Respect your date by being intentional about

dating and not leading her on. Examine your

motives for dating. Do you just want sex, or

do you really want to build a relationship?

Be a IVIAM and stand up for what you believe.

Hang around guys who have committed to

wait for marriage so they can support your

decision to wait.

in a relationship. When you start dating,

communicate your boundaries to your date ^

and then don't cross the line.

O Don't think condoms or birth control will protect

you; abstinence is your best protection against

STDs, HIV, pregnancy, and child support.

Don't mess with your future. Realize "no" means

INIO! There are multiple levels of sexual assault

from first to fifth degree. Fifth degree sexual

assault is inappropriately touching a girl with

all her clothes on. If you violate someone, you

can land in prison for 3-20 years depending
^^ ^he situation.

s can also be victims. Avoid situations where

_ could be wrongly accused of inappropriate

behavior.

Remember, you'll get what you're looking for.

If you want a girl who will commit to you for

life-you need to commit to wait for her now.

it women really want is a man who will

espect them by waiting for marriage!



Just a click away... ^^^

Internet Porn
44Free porn... just a click away!"

Thanks, but we already knew.

In fact, 80% of 1 5 to 1 7-year-olds

have viewed hardcore pornography

online.' Mot to mention that 2.5

billion pornographic emails are

sent every day.^

Mow, the world's best-kept

secret: it's not really free!

1 don't mean that the porn

industry doesn't gross $57 billion

a year (more than the revenue of all

professional basketball, football, and

baseball organizations combined!)^

And I'm not talking about lost jobs

and huge debt from porn purchases.

I'm talking about the bigger price

tag on porn.

Your relationships pay. You were

designed to enjoy emotional intimacy

with^e other person. It's a fantastic

part of the human experience. But

porn trains you to be intimate with

mere images-fake people. It damages

your ability to be emotionally intimate

with real people, like your present

friends or your future spouse.

Physical intimacy is another

huge cost of porn. Consider your

future spouse. Contrary to popular

belief, porn does not enhance sex.

Pornography fills the mind with

touched up photos of idealized bodies

and perfect, smiling faces. These

ideal fantasies become unrealistic

but powerful standards that no

spouse can live up to-it's a dead

end road to disappointment! If you

want an incredible wedding night,

save your eyes for your future wife.

This relational price tag on porn

is enough in itself, but there's more

to pay. Porn is addicring, and

addicrions have consequences.

Those consequences can be large

or small. In Ted Bundy's case, porn

addicrion helped turn him into a

serial killer.'^ That's the extreme

end, but don't forget everything

in between like lost jobs, lost sleep

and heavy debt.

Finally, porn costs dignity.

It degrades the human body and

cheapens human value, especially

^hat of women, who are the primary

ibbjects of pornographers. Pornography

/^turns people-both model and viewer-

into objects for perverted profit.

Pornography's price tag is too

high. Don't buy it.

'• ^' ^http://www.intemetfilterreview.com/iTitemet-
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cases/thelastintewi 1 69246.html, accessed 1 I30l05 3
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